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POSITIVE SOLUTIONS IN AN ANNULUS FOR NONLINEAR

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ON A MEASURE 旦 j.__;"c_TN

CHUAN JEN CRYAN, JOHNNY HENDERSON AND HUI CHUN LO

Abstract. We study the existence of positive solutions of the second order differential equation
in an annulus on a measure chain, uAA(t) + f(u(u(t))) = 0, t E [0, 1], satisfying the boundary
conditions, oy(O)-的A(O) = 0 and ,y位 (l))+oyA 位 (1)) = 0, where f is a positive function and
f位 ）is sublinear (respectively supcrlinear) at :c = 0 and is superlinear (respectively sublinear)
at x = =·The methods involve applications of a fixed point theorem for operators on a cone in
a Banach space.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we study the existence of positive solutions of a certain second order
differential equation in an annulus on a measure chain. Much recent attention has been
given to differential equations on measure chains, and we refer the reader to [4], [9] and
[15] for some historical works as well as to the more recent papers [1], [1], [2], [5], [6],
[10], 且 1] and the book [19] for excellent references on these types of equations. Before
introducing the problems of interest for this paper, we present some definitions and
notation which are common to the recent literature. Our sources for this background
material are the two papers by Erbe and Peterson [10], [11].

Definitions 1.L Let T be a closed subset of R, and let T have the subspace topology
inherited from the Euclidean topology on R. For t < sup T and r > inf T, define the
forward jump operator, a, and the backward jump operator, p, respectively, by

a (t) = inf {T E T I T > t} E T,

p(r) = sup{T ET I T < r} ET,

for all t, r ET. If O'(t) > t, tis said to be right scattered, and if p(r) < r, r is said to be
left scattered. If O'(t) = t, tis said to be right dense, and if p(r) = r, r is said to be left
dense.
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Definitions 1.2. For x : T -+ R and t E T (if t = sup T, assume t is not left
scattered), define the delta derivative of x(t), xL、(t), to be the number (when it exists),
with the property that, for any t > 0, there is a neighborhood, U, of t such that

l[x位 (t)) - x(s)] 一芷 (t)[a(t) - sJI~ 寸a(t) - 斗

for alls EU. The second delta derivative of x(t) is defined by :r:6.c::.(t) = (x6 严 (t)
If pL:i. (t) = h(t), then define the integral by

Jt h(s)6.s = F(t) - F(a).
a

Throughout this paper, we assume T is a closed subset of R with 0, 1 E T.

Definition 1.3. Define the closed interval, [O, l], in T by

[O, 1) = { t E T I O ::; t ::; 1}.

Other closed, open, and half-open intervals in T are similarly defined.

In this paper, we consider the existence of positive solutions of the differential equation
on a measure chain,

UAA(t) + f(u(a(t))) = 0, t E [O, 1), (1)

satisfying
ay(O) - {3yt::..(O) = 0 1y(a(l)) + byt::..(CJ(l)) = 0, (2)

where f: R+-+ 『is continuous and d = 1/3 +ab+ a社a(l)) > 0
We remark that by a solution, u, of (1), (2) , we mean u: [O, a2(1)] -+ R, u satisfies

(1) on [O, 1], and u satisfies the boundary conditions (2).
This paper constitutes an extension of the recent·work by Erbe and Peterson [ll] in

which they obtained positive solutions of both (1), (2) for the cases when either J(x)
is superlinear (at x = 0 and x = oo), or f(x) is sublinear (at x = 0 and x = oo)
The solutions obtained in [ll] were found to belong to the intersection of a cone with
an annular type region. In a more recent paper, Erbe and Peterson [12] applied index
theory in a cone to obtain multiple positive solutions of (1), (2). Our goal is to extend
to differential equations on measure chains the works of Erbe, Hu, and Wang [13], Erbe
and Tang [14], and Kaufmann [17], to obtain two positive solutions of (1), (2), when f
is superlinear at one endpoint (zero or infinity) and sublinear at the other (respectively,
infinity or zero); that is when either (i)fo = oo and f= = oo, or (可 Jo = 0 and f= = 0,
where,

j(x)
Jo= lim -

X 一~o+ X
and Joo = lim

J(x)'.
x~+oo X

We will make our assumptions on f more precise in Section 3. The results herein are
also related to. those by Atici [3] and Eloe and Henderson [8].
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A Krasnosel'skii fixed point theorem [20] is applied to yield positive solutions of (1),
(2) in our arguments. These methods have been used successfully, in the cases when (1)
is either an ordinary·differential equation or a finite difference equation; see [17], [18],
[22].

In Section 2, we present some properties of a Green's function associated with (1),
(2) that are used in defining a positive operator. We also state the Krasnosel'skii fixed
point theorem. In Section 3, we give an appropriate Banach space and construct a cone
on which we apply the fixed point theorem yielding twin positive solutions of (1), (2).

2. Some Preliminaries

In this.section, we state the above mentioned Krasnosel'skii fixed point theorem. We
will apply this fixed point theorem in the next section to a completely continuous integral
operator whose kernel, G(t, s), is the Green's function for

-y6.6.(t) = 0,

ay(O) - /3 护 (0) = 0 ,y(a(l)) + oy6. 位 (1)) = 0
Erbe and Peterson [11] have found

G(t, s) = {~{at 汀 ｝｛壼 (1) - o-(s)) + <5}, t~s,
~{aa(s) + /3}{1位 (1) - t) + o}, a(s)~t,

where
d = 1/3 + o:6 + a,位 (1)) > 0,

from which
G(t, s) > 0, (t, s) E (O, a(l)) x (0, 1),

G(t, s) ett+Jj

G(a(s), s) = { :~瓦 巴 鬪 辶 ，：『~)二 t
This implies

G(t, s)~G(a(s), s) for t E [O, a(l)), s E [O, 1),
and it is also shown in [11) that

G(t, s)~kG(a(s), s), t E [丁 竺 卫 ), sE[0,1],

、J̀
,',

、
l'

3

4

（

（

(5)

、̀,'

、̀,'

6

7

(

,＇\

(8)

where k = min{ 汩1)+4(-3 记 1)+40
戸 (1)+4{:J'1"(位 (lA一o-(o))+4o}·

We will apply the following xed point theorem which can be found in the book by
Krasnoscl'skii 閾 as well as in the book by Deimling [7).

Theorem 2.1. Let 13 be a Banach space, and let PC B be a cone in B. Assume
趴 ，02 are open subsets of B with O E 趴 C 趴 C D2, and let

T: P n (!12 \ 趴）~p

be a completely continuous operator such that either,
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·u E P n 801, and IITull~llull, u E P n 802, or
u E P n 801, and IJTuJJ~JJuJJ, u E P n 802.

(i) IITull :S 丨 lull,
(ii) IITull 2: llull,

234

Then T has a fixed point in P n (瓦 ＼趴 ）．

3. Solutions of {1.1), (1.2) in a Cone

In this section, we apply Theorem 2.1 to the eigenvalue problem (1), (2). Throughout
th·1s sect10n we assume CJ (1) is right dense so that G(t, s)~0, for t E [O, CJ2(1)), s E
[O, CJ(l))

Assume also throughout this section that [O, CJ(l)] is such that

~= min { t E T I t 2 叩 ）..
4

}, and

3a(l)
w = max{t ET It:::; - —

4 ｝

a(l)
~~<w~

3a(l)
,,...

4 4'

both exist and satisfy,

(9)

and if CJ(w) == 1, also assume CJ(w) < CJ(l). Next, let r E [tw] be defined by

w w

h G(r, s)D.s = 溫苣ih G(t,s)D.s

(10)i!,
. G(a(w),s)= min

sE(O,u(l)] G(武s), s)'

Finally, we define

(11)
and set

m = min{k,£}.

We note that u(t) is a solution of (1), (2), if and only if,

t E [O, 訌1)].u(t) =「(I) G(t, s)f(u(a(s))).6.s,
。

For our constructions, let B = {x : [O, CJ2(1)] ---+ R I x is bounded}, with norm llxll =
sup{lx(t)I : t E (0, (戶 (1)]}. Then, define the cone P C B

P = {x EB I x(t) 2: 0 on [0,CJ2(1)], and x(t) 2: mllx 廿 ， fort E (~, CJ(w)]}.

Theorem 3.1. Assume that f satisfies the following conditions:

(A) Jo = oo and 耘 = 00.
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(B) There exists a p > 0 such that, if O :::; x :::; p, then,

f(x):::; rJP

where,
, (1)

'TJ = (1 G(a(s), s)~s) 一 1

Then there exist at least two solutions u1 涇2 of (l), (2) which belong to P, such that

0 :S llu1 II~P~llu2II-

Proof. Define an integral operator T : P -"7 B by

Tu(t) =「l) G(t, s)f(u(a(s)))~s,
。

u E P. (12)

We seek a fixed point of T which belongs to P, and so we first claim T : P ---""7 P. We
choose u E P. Then from (7),

Tu(t) =「l) G(t, s)f(u位 (s)))~s
。

5「(l) G(a(s), s)f(u(a(s)))~s,
。

and so

IJTuJJ~「l) G(a(s), s)f(u(a(s)))~s.
。

So, from (8) and (13), for u E P,

(13)

a(1)

霏~I Tu(t) = 謊 尸W』G(t, s)f(u(cr(s)))L'>s

2「l) kG(a(s), s)f(u(O'(s)))6.s
。

~kllTull
~mllTull,

and from (10)
砌

Tu(cr(w)) = J G(cr(w), s)f(u位 (s)))~s
。

2「(1) f.G位(s), s)f(u(a(s)))~s
。

~m「i) G(西 ），s)f(u位 (s)))~s
。

~mllTull-
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Thus Tu E P, and we conclude T : P -t P. The standard arguments show Tis completely
continuous.

From Jo= oo there is an p > r > 0 such that J(u) :::: M1.t, for O::; u 三 r,
where the constant M > 0 satisfies

w

Mm 丨 G(T, s)6s 2 1.
{

Let
D1 ={xEB I llxll <r},

and then choose u E P with llull = r. Then

Tu(T) =「{l) G(T, s)f(u(a(s)))6s

2'. Jw G(T, s)f(u位 (s)))Lis

2 汀 G(T, s)u(u(s))Lis

2:Mm<「G(T, s)Lisllull
{

2 !lull-

Thus, IITu/1 2 !lull, and in particular,

IITull 2 !lull, for u E P n 8D1.

Now consider u E P with !lull = p. From condition (B),

Tu(t) =「(l) G(t, s)f(u位 (s)))6s
。

三「 (l) G(a(s), s)J(u(武s)))6s
。

5「l) G(a(s), s)6sprJ
。

= !lull-

If we define 佖 = {u EB: !lull < p}, then

IITu/1 :S !lull, u E P n 8D2.

(14)

(15)

(16)

Theorem 2.1, together with (15) and (16), implies that there exists a fixed point, u1,
satisfying r < llu1 II < p.
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Next, using condition (A) again, we know there exists an 祐 > 0 such that

f(u) 2: cu,

for all u 2: H1, where we choose c > 0 such that,

(17)

w
cm 丨 G(T, s)6s 2 1.

~

Let H = max{2p, 俇} and pick u E P with llull = H. Since u(t) 2 mllu 丨 I 2 H1 on
t E [~, a-(w)], we have

(18)

Tu(可＝「 lJ G(r, s)f(u(a(s)))~s。 ．
2: c「G(T, s)u(a(s))~s

e'.em(「G(r,s)回回
(

2: !lull-

Set 03 = {u EB: JJuJJ < H}. Then

JJTuJJ 2: JJuJJ, u E P n 803. (19)

Theorem 2.1, together with (16) and (19), implies that there exists a fixed point, u2, of
T such that p < llu2II < H and the proof is complete.

We now cons這er the case Jo = 0 and f00 = 0.

Theorem 3.2. Assume that f satisfies the following conditions:
(A') Jo = 0 and Joo= 0.
(B') Ther-e exists a q > 0 such that, if mq::; x :Sq, then,

f (;1:) 2'. 入 q

where,

-X=(「G(T, s)6.s -I
€

）
Then there e工ist at least two solutions 互 匹 of (1), (2) which belong to P, such that

0~llu1II~.q~llu2II-

Proof. From Jo = 0 there is an O < r < q such that f(u)~r1u for O~u~r
where the constant

TJ = (1CT(l) G(a(s), s).6.s)-1
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Let
趴 ={xEB I llxll <r}.

Then

u(1)
Tu(t) =丨 G(t, s)J(u位 (s)))6.s

。
-!

, (1)

< G(a(s), s)ryt心 (s))6.s
。

:S 1]「l) G(a(s), s)6.sllull
。

:S llull.

If we define 01 = {u EB: llull < r}, then

IITull :S llull,'u E P n 801.

Now consider u E P with !lull= q. Then, from (B'),

u(1 J
Tu(T) = J G(T, s)f(u(西 ）））6.s

乏 ]w G(T, s)J(u(cr(s)))As

~A<w G(T, s)Asq
{

~l·lull.

Thus, IITull~llull, and in particular, if we define 02 = {u EB: llull < q}, then

IITull~I lull, for u E P n 802.

(20)

(21)

Theorem 2.1, together with (20) and (21), implies that there exists a fixed point, u1,
satisfying r < llu1II < q. Returning to condition (A1), we know that for any E > 0, there
exists an M > 0 such that,

f(u)::; M +cu for u~0, 0::; t::; 1.

And so,

Tu(t)~「(l) G(t, s)[M + cu(a(s))]6s
。

~M『)G(西 ），s)C>s + E 1.•(ll G(西 ），s)u位 (s))C>s
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We choose c > 0 sufficiently small and L > 钅 sufficiently large, so that for u E P n 8n3

IITull :S L = !lull, (22)

where
03={xEB:llull<L}.

We obtain the desired result O~llu111~q~llu2II by appealing to (20), (21), (22)
and Theorem 2.1. This completes the proof.
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